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ABSTRACT

Prediction of risk during surgical operations is one of the most needed and challenging processes in the 
healthcare domain. Many researchers use clinical assessment tools to predict perioperative outcomes 
and postoperative factors in surgical operations. Even though traditional model yields better results, they 
are not able to achieve promising accuracy due to the enormous growth of data in medical domain. Since 
the data size grows seamlessly every day, some of the investigators over the past decade use machine 
learning techniques in their model to predict the risks before and after surgery. Most of the existing 
systems produced better accuracy by impute missing values in dataset through some common imputation 
method. However, in order to increase the accuracy level further, two new techniques proposed in this 
chapter to handle missing values using iterative deepening random forest classifier and identification 
of surgical risk by using iterative deepening support vector machine. Both of the methods worked well 
in experimental data set and obtained promising accuracy results.

INTRODUCTION

Surgical process is the most needful one to save human life from severe complications. Many standards of 
practice like AST standards are available to health care providers for proper surgical treatment. Everyone 
believes an effective surgeon is the only responsible person for successful surgery operations. However, 
making an informed decision in surgical process is the challenging one even by an expert surgeon. Even 
though, Chand et al (2007) determined that the decision making process in surgery has evolved over 
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time, it still requires some qualitative support to treat the patients effectively and smoothly. Due to the 
environment pollution and vast change in weather condition, rate of infection arises rapidly. To predict 
the infection risk for a patient during surgery is the complicated process. Pre-operative prediction and 
quantification of risks will support the patient as well as doctor for safe treatment. Stonelake et al (2015) 
recommended the huge number of clinical assessment tools are available to predict the risk. However, 
to provide an optimized solution for risk identification, many researchers use AI and machine learning 
techniques to make an instinctive decision-making.

Nowadays, there is a rapid growth of data in all sectors and especially in medical field, it grows 
enormously. Massive amount of data is generated every day and needs to be stored in Electronic health 
record (EHRs) data warehouse. In this digital era, huge number of genetic data and medical information 
is stored and manipulated using Machine learning and predictive modelling techniques. To handle those 
massive amount of data, many researchers preferred to use machine learning and data science technolo-
gies. Hence, Ehlers et al (2017) determined that the using machine learning technique in risk prediction 
during surgery will accurately detect risk and help to treat patients smoothly. When compared with tra-
ditional clinical methodologies, machine learning techniques can efficiently find features and nonlinear 
relationships that exist among them more accurately using predictor variables. Hence, machine learning 
techniques is widely used in many applications of health care like identification of diabetes, prediction of 
risks during surgical operations etc. Some health problems can be treated only with the help of surgeries 
which involve decisions made on collection of sensitive values. Most of the developed countries spend 
around billions of cost per year for surgical complications. Hence, health care organizations need an 
effective predictive modeling and accurate solution to detect high-risk individuals in surgery operations.

Classification is one of the supervised learning methods and helps to predict class labels or objects. 
It is used in many practical applications like image classification, document classification, and speech 
recognition and so on. Most commonly used algorithms in classification are Naive Bayes, Logistic re-
gression, Decision-tree, Random Forest and SVM classifiers.

Brieman in the year 2001 has recommended Random Forest classifier (RF) which is one of the stan-
dard and ensemble classification algorithms. RF uses random subspace method in which each tree is 
constructed independently based on random samples. Based on training samples and features, a tree is 
constructed and the root node decision depends upon best split value of k randomly selected variables. 
Random forest is a well suitable method to handle large number of features in a dataset. As well as it is 
an efficient process to predict the attribute values even though dataset holds missing values. RF is widely 
used by many researchers in various fields and produce prominent classification results in health care 
domain. However, the result interpretation process is vague because of random tree construction process.

Nowadays, researchers uses ensemble classifiers in all domains especially in remote sensing appli-
cations. A complete review and future scope on RF classifiers in remote sensing field is prescribed by 
Belgiu & Dragut (2016). RF classifier is one of the best suitable classifiers for high dimensional data. 
In order to achieve effective text classification, Thiago et al (2018) have proposed an improved ver-
sion of Random forest classifier. They eliminate the major issue of Random forest such as over fitting 
problem particularly in high dimensional data by using the nearest neighborhood training set projection. 
Thus, the modified RF classifier works better than the other classifiers in automatic text classification 
process. Random forest has also outperformed well in health care domains. Zhen et al (2019) have de-
veloped an integrated approach called LSTM-based ensemble malonylation predictor (LEMP) which 
is the combination of RF and deep learning network with one hot encoding mechanisms. They predict 
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